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Find out how evaluators, mediators, and judges deal with the issues of relocation in divorced

familiesIn the past, the relocation of a parent or child in custody cases was rarely a problem for

divorced families&#0151;there was little conflict and little need for court intervention. But with the

growth of shared custody, more fathers involved in parenting after divorce, and an increase in

litigation between conflicted parents, relocation has become a complex issue thatâ€™s difficult for

evaluators, judges, and public policymakers to resolve. Relocation Issues in Child Custody Cases

offers a firsthand look at how evaluators investigate, predict, and make recommendations; how

judges reach decisions based on those recommendations; and how individual states deal with

relocation cases. Relocation Issues in Child Custody Cases examines how evaluators, mediators,

and judges can best facilitate an environment where a child has an ongoing relationship with two

parents, regardless of where each parent lives. This unique book looks at how the landscape in

relocation cases has changed since the California Supreme Courtâ€™s landmark 2004 ruling in the

LaMusga move-away case, examining relevant topics, including individual state statutes on

relocation; a survey of courts in the United States; the functions of an evaluator; how a judge

analyzes data before reaching a decision; parental conflict; domestic violence; change of

circumstances; primary residence; and the process of developing parenting plans. Relocation

Issues in Child Custody Cases examines: whether negative outcomes of parental relocation after

divorce were a result of pre-existing conflict and domestic violence whether the &#0147;best

interests of the child&#0148; is an acceptable standard in relocation cases investigative models for

evaluators &#0147;for the move&#0148; and &#0147;against the move&#0148; biases&#0151;and

how to reduce them  a format for analyzing evidence in relocation cases the risks and benefits of

presumptions in family law matters and much moreRelocation Issues in Child Custody Cases is an

essential resource for evaluators, mediators, judges, caseworkers, child psychologists, family

therapists, and child advocates.
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"A VERY VALUABLE COLLECTION of papers that address the complications of relocation issues. .

. . The reader will find the kind of comprehensive multidisciplinary thinking that is necessary to apply

the research and consider appropriate factors for child custody assessment and decision-making in

these complex cases." -- Robin M. Deutsch, PhD, Children and the Law Program, Massachusetts

General Hospital and Harvard Medical School."MAKES A VALUABLE CONTRIBUTION to the

discussion by suggesting ways in which, by working together, legislatures, courts, and custody

evaluators can develop an approach to relocation decision making that will better serve the needs of

the children on whose behalf they act. -- Kay P. Kindred, JD, Professor of Law, William S. Boyd

School of Law, University of Nevada, Las Vegas"THE BEST VOLUME AVAILABLE DEALING WITH

THIS VITALLY IMPORTANT TOPIC. Philip Stahl and Leslie Drozd have assembled AN

ESSENTIAL GUIDE to the maze of legal and psychological issues that occur in disputes over

relocation for evaluators, therapists, lawyers, and other professionals involved in these cases. -- Jay

Lebow, PhD, ABPP, Clinical Professor of Psychology, The Family Institute at Northwestern and

Northwestern University A VERY VALUABLE COLLECTION of papers that address the

complications of relocation issues. . . . The reader will find the kind of comprehensive

multidisciplinary thinking that is necessary to apply the research and consider appropriate factors for

child custody assessment and decision-making in these complex cases -- Robin M. Deutsch, PhD,

Children and the Law Program, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical

School.MAKES A VALUABLE CONTRIBUTION to the discussion by suggesting ways in which, by

working together, legislatures, courts, and custody evaluators can develop an approach to

relocation decision making that will better serve the needs of the children on whose behalf they act.

-- Kay P. Kindred, JD, Professor of Law, William S. Boyd School of Law, University of Nevada, Las

Vegas THE BEST VOLUME AVAILABLE DEALING WITH THIS VITALLY IMPORTANT TOPIC.

Philip Stahl and Leslie Drozd have assembled AN ESSENTIAL GUIDE to the maze of legal and

psychological issues that occur in disputes over relocation for evaluators, therapists, lawyers, and

other professionals involved in these cases -- Jay Lebow, PhD, ABPP, Clinical Professor of



Psychology, The Family Institute at Northwestern and Northwestern University

If you're representing yourself in an incredibly, impossibly contentious custody case against a

sociopath parent who also happens to be an attorney - or simply, if you're an attorney/family law

facilitator/mediator etc who's starting out and needs to get more familiar with the issues involved in

what most courts/judges consider to be the most difficult decision related to custody cases... I

suppose this could be useful in your professional library at some point.However, depending on the

state you practice in or have jurisdiction in, this is an investment that provides *no shortcuts* to the

time-consuming but absolutely necessary step of spending as many hours/days in the law library

familiarizing yourself with every possible case law regarding move-way disputes.To be clear, only

get the book if you can name this top 10-20 moveaway cases from the last 20 years in your state

that are cited most frequently by attorneys representing clients (in their "MP&As, memorandum of

points and authorities), by appellate courts and superior courts discussing their decisions about trial

court cases.TL;DR: Philip Stahl is one of the best. Read his free publications first. Read the case

law mentioned above - you'll actually find he served as an evaluator and/or his work is cited in many

custody/moveaway decisions in top cases.This book should be thought of NOT as cliff notes to all

the hard work, but as a useful summary or table of contents to all the research you should do first.

Ok, concession - buy it if you absolutely understand this going in. I suppose it could be a useful

guide for research as long as you plan on going back to the original sources of research, statues

and case law he cites in his book.

This book is very comprehensive and very expensive. A lot of these articles are online (in some

version) but to have them all compiled in one book is great. It is still expensive and I hope worth the

price. I received it very timely. I do like the fast shipping.John
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